
Getting the deficit down

I want lower tax rates to boost revenues and encourage enterprise. The best
way to cut the deficit is to have more growth which will generate more tax
revenues and cut government costs on welfare. There are some in government,
however, who want ideas to narrow the deficit. So here are a few that would
cut the deficit without damaging UK incomes and jobs.

Return to charging every visiting foreign truck a fee for using our1.
roads. Many foreign lorries travel on our roads, competing against UK
hauliers who usually pay road tax. They often also fill up with fuel
away from the UK, avoiding fuel taxes. The HGV Levy to cover this has
been suspended and should be reintroduced. Going up to a maximum of just
£10 a day, it should also be increased.
Collect payments for using the NHS on all visitors from overseas as2.
current rules require. Encourage them to insure or to travel with
sufficient money to pay for any Dr and hospital bills. There are too
many stories of visitors not being asked to pay for their treatment
despite the rules.
Cut the VED rate on new cars to stimulate more new car purchases.3.
Initiate an urgent review of the plan for the railways. The government4.
has nationalised the huge losses the system must now be incurring. It
needs to design railway services that will be better used in current
circumstances with more fare revenue, and with lower costs from running
fewer empty trains. It also needs to look at the large investment
programmes and concentrate on new technology solutions to providing the
capacity that will be needed in the new conditions. Presumably peak
travel will be much reduced as more and more commuters work more of the
week from home.
Buy more UK government needs from domestic sources, subject to proper5.
competitive tenders. This will capture more of the value added and tax
receipts domestically on large procurement programmes.
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